
IROS Workshop 

Best practices in designing effective  roadmaps 
for robotics innovation 
September 28th 2017 | 09.00 – 17.30 

Vancouver Convention  Centre West Wing | Meeting Room 204 

1055 Canada  Pl, Vancouver, BC V6C 

 
Evening Social Sponsored by Clearpath Robotics 
18.30 - 21.00 

Tap Shack at Coal Harbour 
1199 W Cordova St, Vancouver V6E 4R5 

Walking directions from Vancouver Convention Centre 

Light refreshments and drinks served.  

Objectives 

In the past decade,  a number of governing bodies and industry consortia have  developed strategic roadmaps to guide 

investment and development of robotic technology. With the  roadmaps from the US, South Korea,  Japan and EU etc. well 
underway, the time is right to take stock of these strategic robotics initiatives to see  what is working, what is not, and what 
best practices in roadmap development might be  broadly applied to other regions. 

The objective  of this two-part workshop is to examine  the process of how these  policy frameworks came to be created in 

the first place, how they have been tailored to local capabilities and strengths,  and what performance indicators are being 

used to measure  their success — so that participants may draw from international collective  experience  as they design and 

evaluate strategic robotics initiatives for their own regions. 
 

The morning session will feature international speakers who have  played a significant role  in launching and shaping major 
strategic robotics initiatives in their regions. The  focus of this session will be  on the history and process of designing the 

roadmap or strategy (rather than on merely presenting the  roadmap itself) and key performance  indicators of roadmap 

success. The  outcome of this session will be  an exploratory overview of best practices and key performance  metrics, so that 
participants can apply knowledge  gained from the  workshop to their own regional or national contexts.  
 

The afternoon session will bring together leading Canadian robotics experts from academia,  industry, federal/provincial 
policy, and the national research council (NSERC) to discuss and strategize  the future of robotics in Canada,  with an 

emphasis on addressing the  social, economic,  legal/ethical and regulatory issues,  and the robotics strengths and capabilities 
specific to this country. 
 

The main goals of this session will be  to 1) establish a clear picture  of the internal Canadian robotics landscape  and how it 
compares to other nations worldwide,  and 2) discuss lessons learned in the  International session within the  Canadian 

context. Canadian robotics stakeholders are  also invited to attend the  NSERC-sponsored Canadian Robotics Stakeholder 
Meeting,  which take place the following day on Friday September 29 at the  University of British Columbia. 
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III. DAY ONE AGENDA: IROS WORKSHOP (THURSDAY,
SEPT. 28TH)

Time Agenda

09:00 - 09:05 Introduction to the International Program
Welcome and Morning Program Outline

Hallie Siegel—Workshop Chair
Opening Remarks

Hong Zhang—IROS 2017 Conference Chair

09:05 - 10:00 Session 1 – Presentations: Robotics strategies from around the
world
A look national robotics programs from around the world, including
established and work-in-progress initiatives.

Dr. Kyung-Hoon Kim—Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy
(MOTIE), South Korea

Dr. Rainer Bischoff—euRobotics AISBL, EU
Dr. Dario Floreano—NCCR Robotics, EPFL, Switzerland
Dr. Sue Keay—Queensland University of Technology, Aus-

tralia
Dr. Raj Madhavan—Humanitarian Robotics Technologies,

LLC, USA

10:00 - 10:30 Coffee break

10:30 - 11:30 Session 2 – Panel Discussion: Exploring best practices in
robotics policy and innovation
Moderated by robotics ecosystem expert Andra Keay, this panel
will discuss regional differences in roadmap motivation, leadership,
and strategy design in depth, from the perspectives of government,
industry and academia.

Panelists
Dr. Peter Corke—QUT, Australia
Dr. Kyung-Hoon Kim—Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy

(MOTIE), South Korea
Dr. Rainer Bischoff—euRobotics AISBL, EU
Dr. Dario Floreano—NCCR Robotics, EPFL, Switzerland
Dr. Sue Keay—Queensland University of Technology, Aus-

tralia
Dr. Raj Madhavan—Humanitarian Robotics Technologies,

LLC, USA
Moderator

Andra Keay—Silicon Valley Robotics, USA

11:30 - 12:00 Session 3 – Panel Discussion: Human factors in robotics policy
and strategy design
Panelists will discuss the ways in which issues such as roboethics,
public perception and the fear of job loss due to automation are
influencing robotics policy in different regions around the globe.

Panelists
Dr. Raja Chatila—IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical Consid-

erations in Artificial Intelligence & Autonomous Systems
Dr. AJung Moon—Open Roboethics Institute
Alex Shikany—Robotic Industries Association
Dr. Sabine Hauert—Robohub.org

Moderator
Andra Keay—Silicon Valley Robotics, USA

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 14:00 Introduction to the Canadian Program
Welcome and Afternoon Program Outline

Hallie Siegel and AJung Moon—Workshop Co-Chairs
Opening Remarks from our Social Sponsor

Ryan Gariepy—Clearpath Robotics

.

Time Agenda

14:00 - 15:00 Session 4 – A Canadian Robotics Backgrounder
The opening presentations will help set the stage for the Canadian
program by giving a whirlwind tour of some Canadian robotics
statistics, as well as key initiatives past and present – with a look to
how we are leveraging Canadian robotics expertise for the future.
Presentations to be followed by participant comments, questions
and answers.

Session Chair & Moderator
“Back to the Future” - A national centre of excellence for
robotics? A brief history of IRIS and Precarn from Precarn’s
former President

Paul Johnston—Independent Consultant
Presentations
Using statistics from the International Federation of Robotics, a
brief look at how Canada compares in robot use and sales to other
countries

Alex Shikany—Robotic Industries Association
Can we leverage Canada’s space robotics expertise in new direc-
tions?

Tim Reedman—MDA
Building on the success of the Canadian Field Robotics Network

Gregory Dudek—NCFRN

15:00 - 16:00 Session 5 – Canadian robotics in the global marketplace
Panel discussion with homegrown startups and innovation ecosys-
tem experts to explore the challenges and opportunities for
Canadian robotics companies seeking a foothold in the global
marketplace.

Panelists
Ryan Gariepy—Clearpath Robotics
Suzanne Gildert—Kindred AI
Eli Berenbeim—Creative Destruction Lab
Adriana Ieraci—Get Your Bot On!
Alfred Lam—Chrysalix Venture Capital
Stella Jiang—Ontario Ministry of Economic Development

and Growth, Ministry of Research, Innovation and Science –
Disruptive Technologies Unit

David Tsui—Global Affairs Canada
Moderator

Andra Keay—Silicon Valley Robotics, USA

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break

16:30 - 17:25 Session 6 – Canadian research and education initiatives
Presentations from Canadian university representatives from
across the country, providing an overview of our robotics research
capacity and a sampling of some of the key robotics initiatives that
are currently under way.

Dr. Steven Waslander—University of Waterloo
Dr. Rajni Patel—Western University/Canadian Surgical

Technologies & Advanced Robotics (CSTAR)
Dr. Alexis Lussier Desbiens—Université de Sherbrooke
Dr. Clément Gosselin—Université Laval
Dr. Mike Van der Loos—University of British Columbia

(UBC)

17:25 - 17:30 Closing Remarks and Announcements

17:30 - 18:30 Break

18:30 - 21:00 Evening Social Sponsored by Clearpath Robotics
TapShack at Coal Harbour
Address: 1199 W Cordova St, Vancouver, BC V6E 4R5
Directions from Vancouver Convention Centre:
https://goo.gl/maps/kgPprjLuTX32
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V. ORGANIZERS

Hallie Siegel – General Chair
Communications Consultant, Former Managing Edi-
tor Robohub, Independent
Hallie Siegel does strategic communications for the
technology, innovation and research sectors, with
a focus on robotics, automation and AI. As the
first Managing Editor of the international robotics
news website Robohub.org, Hallie helped to build a
global network of over 150 expert contributors and
a readership of 75,000 unique monthly visitors. She
currently works with startups, universities, and other

organizations in the robotics sector to build thought leadership and plan for
organizational change.
Keywords — science communication, robots and society, public perception
of robots, policy, ethics

AJung Moon – General Co-Chair
Director, Open Roboethics Institute
AJung Moon is the Director of the Open Roboethics
Institute (ORi), an internationally renowned think
tank that has been spearheading active discussions
of ethical, legal, and societal issues of robotics and
intelligent machines since 2012. She was a Vanier
Scholar at the University of British Columbia (UBC)
and a thought leader in roboethics and human-robot
interaction (HRI). As a mechatronics engineer with
over 8 years of research experience in robotics, robot

ethics and HRI, she has been heavily involved in the shaping of global standards
and policy that pertain to artificial intelligence and autonomous systems. She
is an Executive Committee Member of the IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical
Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems, and serves
as a panelist on the International Panel on the Regulation of Autonomous
Weapon Systems. She has presented at the United Nations Convention on
Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) Meeting of the States Parties on the
global public sentiment on lethal autonomous weapon systems, and advises
many organizations including the OECD, and ICRC.
Keywords — Roboethics, Human-robot interaction, Autonomous cars, Lethal
autonomous weapons systems

Elizabeth Croft
Director, Collaborative Advanced Robotics and Intel-
ligent Systems (CARIS) Lab, University of British
Columbia
Elizabeth A. Croft, Ph.D., P.Eng., Fellow Canadian
Academy of Engineers, Fellow Engineers Canada,
Fellow American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Senior
Associate Dean for the Faculty of Applied Science
at UBC. As Director of the Collaborative Advanced
Robotics and Intelligent Systems (CARIS) Laboratory

at UBC, Dr. Croft’s research investigates how robotic systems can behave, and
be perceived to behave, in a safe, predictable, and helpful manner, and how
people interact with and understand robotic systems. Applications of this work
range from manufacturing assembly to healthcare and assistive technology.
Elizabeth has received numerous awards including a Peter Wall Early Career
Scholar award, Engineers Canada Award for the Support of Women in the
Engineering Profession, an NSERC Accelerator award, and WXN’s top 100
most powerful women in Canada.
Keywords — Human robot interaction, collaborative automation, trajectory
generation

Gregory Dudek
Professor, McGill University
Gregory Dudek is a Professor with the School of
Computer Science, a member of the McGill Research
Centre for Intelligent Machines (CIM), and an Asso-
ciate member of the Dept. of Electrical Engineering
at McGill University where he directs the McGill
Mobile Robotics Laboratory. In 2008 he was made
James McGill Chair. Since 2012 he has been the
Scientific Director of the NSERC Canadian Field
Robotics Network (NCFRN). From 2008-2016 he

was the Director of the McGill School of Computer Science. He is also
the former Director of McGill’s Research Center for Intelligent Machines,
an inter-faculty research facility. In 2002 he was named a William Dawson
Scholar. In 2010 he was awarded the Fessenden Professorship in Science
Innovation. In 2010 he was also awarded the Canadian Image Processing
and Pattern Recognition Award for Research Excellence and also for Service
to the Research Community.He has been on the organizing and/or program
committees of most major robotics, vision and AI conferences including:
Robotics: Systems and Science, the IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA), the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent
Robotics and Systems (IROS), the International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (IJCAI), Computer and Robot Vision, IEEE International Confer-
ence on Mechatronics and International Conference on Hands-on Intelligent
Mechatronics and Automation among other bodies.
Keywords — marine robotics, field robotics, sensor-based robots, learning
robots

Clément Gosselin
Professor, Université Laval
Clément Gosselin is Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering at Laval University where he is holding
the Canada Research Chair in Robotics and Mecha-
tronics. He is also directing the Robotics Laboratory
at Laval University, a research team including 3
professors and more than 20 students/researchers. His
research interests include robot design, novel robotic
architecture, robotic hands and physical human-robot
interaction. His publications have been cited more

than 23000 times (H=80).
Keywords — robotics, design, parallel robots, robotic hands, physical human-
robot interaction
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Paul Johnston
Research Policy Consultant, former President of
Precarn Incorporated
Paul Johnston is an independent consultant special-
izing in scientific research and technological devel-
opment, from policy and program development to
evaluation. From 2008 through 2015, he was also
Senior Associate with HAL. Prior to joining HAL,
Paul was President of Precarn Incorporated, an or-
ganization that funded and promoted collaborative
research and development in the field of robotics

and intelligent systems. Previously, Mr. Johnston held the position of Vice
President, Operations from 2000 and before that he was the founding Network
Manager for the Institute for Robotics and Intelligent Systems, a university-
based research network working in the same fields. Prior to joining Precarn in
1990, Mr. Johnston was the Director of Planning and Coordination with the
Canadian Space Agency and with the Space Policy Sector of the Department
of Industry, Science and Technology, where his responsibilities included policy
and drafting advice respecting the legislation creating the Space Agency,
negotiations for the Space Station agreements and the RADARSAT Program,
and long-term space program planning. Mr. Johnston was trained as a lawyer
(Called to the Bar in Ontario in 1985) and as an engineer (BASc, 1971,
University of Toronto), with a specialty in Aerospace Engineering.

Jonathan Kelly
Assistant Professor, University of Toronto
Jonathan Kelly is an Assistant Professor at the Uni-
versity of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
(UTIAS) and the Director of the Space & Terrestrial
Autonomous Robotic Systems (STARS) Laboratory.
Before joining the University of Toronto, he was a
Postdoctoral Associate in the Robust Robotics Group
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, working
with Prof. Nick Roy. He completed his Ph.D. in
the Robotic Embedded Systems Laboratory at the

University of Southern California, under the supervision of Prof. Gaurav
Sukhatme. His research interests include 3D computer vision, probabilistic
modelling, estimation theory, and machine learning.
Keywords — Mobile robotics, Sensor fusion, Navigation and mapping,
Manipulation

Dana Kulić
Associate Professor, University of Waterloo
Dana Kulić is an Associate Professor at the Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering Department at the
University of Waterloo, Canada, where she directs
the Adaptive Systems Laboratory. She is a founding
co-chair of the IEEE RAS Technical Committee on
Human Movement Understanding and an Associate
Editor with the IEEE Transactions on Robotics. In
2014, she was awarded Ontario’s Early Researcher
award for her work on rehabilitation and human-

robot interaction. Her research interests include human motion analysis, robot
learning, humanoid robots, and human-machine interaction.
Keywords — robotics, imitation learning, human-robot interaction

Angela Schoellig
Assistant Professor, University of Toronto
Angela Schoellig is an Assistant Professor at the
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
(UTIAS), where she heads the Dynamic Systems Lab.
She is also an Associate Director of the Centre for
Aerial Robotics Research and Education (CARRE)
at the University of Toronto. With her team, she
conducts research at the interface of robotics, con-
trols and machine learning. Her goal is to enhance
the performance, safety and autonomy of robots by

enabling them to learn from past experiments and from each other. Angela has
primarily applied her algorithms to self-flying and self-driving vehicles.

She is a recipient of a Sloan Research Fellowship (as one of two in robotics
in the US and Canada), a Ministry of Research, Innovation & Science Early
Researcher Award and a Connaught New Researcher Award. She is one of
MIT’s 35 Innovators under 35 (2017), one of Robohub’s “25 women in
robotics you need to know about (2013)”, winner of MIT’s Enabling Society
Tech Competition (2015), finalist of Dubai’s 2015 $1M “Drones for Good”
competition, and youngest member of the 2014 Science Leadership Program,
which promotes outstanding scientists in Canada. Her Ph.D. was awarded the
ETH Medal and the 2013 Dimitris N. Chorafas Foundation Award (as one of
35 worldwide).
Keywords — Robotics, Autonomous Vehicles, UAVs, Quadrotors, Self-Driving
Vehicles, Control, Machine Learning for Robotics
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VI. INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS

Alexander Shikany
Director of Market Analysis, Association for Ad-
vancing Automation (A3 RIA, AIA, MCMA)
Alex Shikany is the Director of Market Analysis
for the Association for Advancing Automation (A3
RIA, AIA, MCMA). In his position, he researches
and reports statistics for the global robotics, machine
vision, and motion control markets. Alex also devel-
ops market opportunity studies and white papers for
the automation industry on key issues such as the
impact of robots on employment, and the emergence

of collaborative robotics. In addition to his research, Alex runs the day to day
operations of AIA, the world’s largest vision and imaging trade group. He is
also a frequent speaker at industry events around the world. Alex is a graduate
of Michigan State University’s Broad MBA program, where he majored in
Marketing and Finance. He also received his Bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration from MSU. Alex has eight years of experience in Marketing,
Brand Strategy, and Market Research.

Andra Keay
Managing Director, Silicon Valley Robotics
Andra Keay is the Founder and Managing Director of
Silicon Valley Robotics, a leading non-profit robotics
cluster. The process of commercializing innovation
is at the heart of Silicon Valley Robotics and lessons
learnt here can be applied globally. Andra is an expert
in aligning the multidisciplinary stakeholders required
in a high tech innovation cluster.

Dario Floreano
Director, Laboratory of Intelligent Systems at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne
(EPFL)
Founding Director, Swiss National Center of Com-
petence in Robotics
Dario Floreano is director of the Laboratory of In-
telligent Systems at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Lausanne (EPFL). He is also founding
director of the Swiss National Center of Competence
in Robotics, which sponsors almost 60 researchers

in wearable, mobile, and educational robots from 20 robotics labs across
Switzerland. Prof. Floreano holds an M.A. in visual psychophysics, an M.S. in
Neural Computation, and a PhD in Robotics. He held research positions at Sony
Computer Science Laboratory, at Caltech/JPL, and at Harvard University. He is
interested in robotics and A.I. at the convergence of biology and engineering.
His research activities include aerial robotics, soft robotics, wearable robotics,
and evolutionary robotics. He published more than 350 peer-reviewed articles,
4 books on Artificial Neural Networks, Evolutionary Robotics, Bio-inspired
Artificial Intelligence, and Bio-inspired Flying Robots with MIT Press and
Springer Verlag. He is on the Advisory Board of Future and Emergent
Technologies of the European Commission, has been a founding member of
the World Economic Forum Council on robotics and smart devices, co-founder
of the International Society of Artificial Life, Inc., and executive board member
of the International Society for Neural Networks. He spun off two successful
companies in drones (senseFly and Flyability).

Kyung-Hoon Kim
Program Director of Intelligent Robot, Korea Eval-
uation Institute of Industrial Technology

2016.06 – Present MOTIE PD of Intelligent Robot
2015.07 – 2015.12 VP of Hanwha Techwin (former

Samsung Techwin)
1987.01 – 2015.06 VP of Samsung Techwin

Chief of Platform SW Development
and SW Engineering
SMT Equipment Programming Ap-
plication
Service Robots (Surveillance) R&D
Industrial Robots R&D

2004.08 KAIST Ph.D (Mobile Robot Environ-
ment Recognition & Obstacle Avoid-
ance)

1989.02 KAIST Master (Hydraulic Control)
1987.02 Seoul Nation University Bachelor

(Mechanical Design and Production
Eng)

Peter Cork
Professor, Queensland University of Technology
Director, Australian Research Council (ARC) Cen-
tre of Excellence for Robotic Vision
Peter Corke is a professor of robotic vision at Queens-
land University of Technology, and director of the
Australian Research Council (ARC) Centre of Excel-
lence for Robotic Vision. His research is concerned
with enabling robots to see, and the application of
robots to mining, agriculture and environmental mon-
itoring. He is a fellow of the IEEE, former editor-in-

chief of the IEEE Robotics & Automation magazine, founding and associate
editor of the Journal of Field Robotics, founding multi-media editor and
editorial board member of the International Journal of Robotics Research,
member of the editorial advisory board of the Springer Tracts on Advanced
Robotics series, recipient of the Qantas/Rolls-Royce and Australian Engineer-
ing Excellence awards, and has held visiting positions at Oxford, University
of Illinois, Carnegie-Mellon University and University of Pennsylvania. He
received his undergraduate degree in electrical engineering and PhD from the
University of Melbourne.

Rainer Bischoff
Head of Corporate Research, KUKA Robotics
GmbH
Vice President of Industry, euRobotics AISBL
Rainer Bischoff is Head of KUKA’s Corporate Re-
search department responsible for research and tech-
nology development preceding product development.
Dr. Bischoff received his “Doktor-Ingenieur” degree
from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology for his contri-
butions towards the development of personal robots.
He serves as Vice-President Industry of euRobotics

AISBL – the European Robotics Association he helped to create to unite
European roboticists.
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Raj Madhavan
CEO, Humanitarian Robotics Technologies, LLC
Raj Madhavan is an internationally recognized expert
in humanitarian robotics and automation technologies.
He is the CEO of Humanitarian Robotics Tech-
nologies focusing on applied technology consulting,
training, and research. He has held appointments
with two US Govt. agencies (ORNL, NIST) and
two Universities as a faculty member (UMD-CP,
Amrita). He received a Ph.D. in Field Robotics from
the University of Sydney, and an ME (Research) in

Systems Engineering from the Australian National University. Over the last
22 years, he has published 200+ papers in archival journals, conferences,
and magazines and has co-edited two books and four journal special issues.
He has given numerous plenary and keynote presentations across the globe,
has served on several editorial boards, program and organization committees,
and national/international panels and review boards. He is the 2016 recipient
of the RAS Distinguished Service Award for his “distinguished service and
contributions to RAS industrial and humanitarian activities”.

Raja Chatila
Director of Research, French National Center of
Scientific Research (CNRS)
Executive Committee Chair, IEEE Global Initiative
for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence
and Autonomous Systems
Raja Chatila, IEEE Fellow, is Director of Research
at the French National Center of Scientific Research
(CNRS), and Director of the Institute of Intelligent
Systems and Robotics (ISIR) at Pierre and Marie
Curie University in Paris, France. He is also Director

of the Laboratory of Excellence “SMART on human-machine interactions. His
work covers several aspects of autonomous and interactive Robotics, in robot
navigation and SLAM, motion planning and control, cognitive and control
architectures, human-robot interaction, and robot learning, and to applications
in the areas of service, field and space robotics. He is author of over 150
international publications on these topics. Hse is past President of the IEEE
Robotics and Automation Society (2014-2015) and member of the French
Commission on the Ethics of Research in Digital Sciences and Technologies
(CERNA). IEEE Pioneer Award in Robotics and Automation.

Sabine Hauert
Assistant Professor in Robotics, University of Bristol
President and Co-founder, Robohub.org
Sabine Hauert is Assistant Professor in Robotics at the
University of Bristol in the UK. Her research focusses
in designing swarms that work in large numbers
(¿1000), and at small scales (¡1 cm). Profoundly
cross-disciplinary, Sabine works between Engineering
Mathematics, the Bristol Robotics Laboratory, and
Life Sciences. Before joining the University of Bris-
tol, Sabine engineered swarms of nanoparticles for

cancer treatment at MIT, and deployed swarms of flying robots at EPFL.
Sabine is also President and Co-founder of Robohub.org, a non-profit dedicated
to connecting the robotics community to the world. As an expert in science
communication with 10 years of experience, Sabine is often invited to discuss
the future of robotics and AI, including in the journal Nature, at the European
Parliament, and at the Royal Society. Her work has been featured in mainstream
media including BBC, CNN, The Guardian, The Economist, TEDx, WIRED,
and New Scientist.

Sue Keay
Chief Operating Officer, ARC Centre of Excellence
for Robotic Vision
A research scientist with highly developed business
skills, Sue runs the world’s first robotic vision re-
search centre. The Australian Centre for Robotic
Vision is an ARC Centre of Excellence with more
than 100 researchers distributed across Australian and
overseas research institutions. With a PhD in Earth
Sciences, Sue escaped the lab to move into research
management and commercialisation where she has

demonstrated national leadership, directing and ensuring impact from multidis-
ciplinary R&D programs spanning engineering, physical and social sciences.
Sue recently developed a successful $1.5m R&D project supported by the
Queensland government to explore the vision capabilities of Softbank’s social
robot, Pepper. She is completing her MBA with UQ Business School, including
a successful consulting project with Wharton Business School (UPenn). A
Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, she serves on the
Board of the CRC for Optimising Resource Extraction.
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VII. CANADIAN PARTICIPANTS

Adriana Ieraci
Founder, Get Your Bot On!
Lecturer, University of Toronto
Adriana is a technology design translator. Her work
explores the application of emerging technologies
such as Artificial Intelligence and robotics, the design
patterns and business models they enable. She is a
design and technology entrepreneurship lecturer at the
Faculty of Medicine, and the Faculty of Information,
University of Toronto. She has led multiple institu-
tions in research strategy and business development.

She is the founder of Conveyor Built, an innovation skills training and
development firm. Her passion for technological literacy and open innovation
inspired her to start the Get Your Bot On! Robotics Community. Adriana
is a board member of the Parametric Human Project and has a Masters of
Engineering from the University of Toronto.
Keywords — regional community engagement, design, entrepreneurship

Alexis Lussier Desbiens
Assistant professor, Université de Sherbrooke
Alexis Lussier Desbiens is an Assistant Professor of
Mechanical Engineering at the Université de Sher-
brooke since September 2013. He is the assistant
director of the new and first canadian undergradu-
ate program in robotics, and the co-director of the
NSERC CREATE in collaborative robotics. He re-
ceived his PhD from Stanford University in 2012
where he designed novel vehicles, including the first
scansorial perching airplane and the most efficient

jumpglider. As a postdoctoral researcher at the Harvard Microrobotics Lab-
oratory, he helped develop the Robobee, a 60 mg flapping-wing robot. At
Sherbrooke, he now leads his group in developing technologies for aquatic-
aerial operations, tree-sampling, scansorial-aerial locomotion, long endurance
small solar UAVs, and haptic devices. He collaborates with a number of
aerospace and automotive companies, including Bell Helicopter, Exo-S, Exo
Tactik, Exonetik. He hold two patents and has received several international
design awards and best paper awards. He has significant expertise in multi-
disciplinary optimization, highly dynamical robots, UAV design and advanced
manufacturing techniques.
Keywords — robotics, drone, design, dynamics, control

Angelica Lim
Assistant Professor of Professional Practice, Simon
Fraser University
Dr. Angelica Lim has studied and worked in robotics
for over 10 years in Canada, France and Japan. Most
recently, she spent 4 years as a Software Engineer
and Manager at SoftBank Robotics in Paris, where
she led the emotion recognition team for Pepper
the humanoid robot. She has been featured on the
BBC, given talks at SXSW and TEDx, hosted a TV
documentary on robotics, and was recently featured

in Forbes 20 Leading Women in AI. She is a native of Vancouver, with a
B.Sc. in Computing Science from SFU and a Ph.D. and Masters from Kyoto
University, Japan.
Keywords — humanoid robotics, human-robot interaction, affective comput-
ing, developmental robotics, multimodal signal processing

Ben Reed
Principal Hardware Hacker, Veerum
Ben is the Principle Hardware Hacker at Veerum.
His role involves planning, prototyping, sourcing,
and integrating the awesome array of technology in
Veerum’s solution. Creating something that is worth
while and that positively affects the world. Ben’s goal
is to make the planet a better place with the power
of bleeding edge technology. He has a passion for
collaborating with innovators to solve large problems
affecting the world. Sharing this vision with the

Veerum team makes Ben a perfect fit as its hardware guru. Technology, like art
is an expression of humanity. It can be good or bad, but technology is inherently
neutral. People express themselves through technology as an extension of
their own personal identity. Ben began his obsession with using technology to
solve problems 10 years ago with his exposure and continuous contribution
to the Maker Movement a movement that explores how individuals from
varying backgrounds can use technology to solve world issues no matter their
background. Ben’s superpower is harnessing the power of this movement and
continuing brilliant innovation, creating a better world for all.
Keywords — Remote Robotic Platform Operation, Digital Twin, Autonomous
Data Capture

Bruno Monsarrat
Team Leader Automation, Robotics & Intelligent
Manufacturing Systems , National Research Council
Canada Aerospace Portfolio
Bruno Monsarrat is currently Team Leader of the
Automation, Robotics & Intelligent Manufacturing
Systems Group of the National Research Council of
Canada (NRC). He is also serving as Technical Leader
of the Advanced Robotics and Mechatronic Systems
(ARMS) Thrust of NRC’s Advanced Manufacturing
Flagship Program. After working as a research asso-

ciate with the Laval University Robotics Laboratory, Mr. Monsarrat joined the
Canadian Space Agency as a robotic simulation engineer in 2002, working
on a task simulation and verification facility for the Dextre manipulator. Since
joining NRC as a research scientist in 2003, Mr. Monsarrat has been conducting
research in the field of robotized manufacturing of lightweight structures for
the aerospace and ground transportation industries. Working in collaboration
with OEMs and TIER suppliers in Canada and abroad, he has managed
several research projects having led to large scale prototypes and industrialized
technologies in the fields of robotized aircraft assembly, robotic Friction Stir
Welding and robotized machining. Mr. Monsarrat serves as member of the
Executive Committee and as Chair of the Aerospace Manufacturing division
of the Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute (CASI).

Carlo Menon
Professor , Simon Fraser University
Carlo Menon received a Laurea degree in Mechanical
Engineering from the University of Padua, Italy, in
2001, and a Ph.D. degree from the same university
in 2005. He was a Research Fellow at the Euro-
pean Space Agency, The Netherlands, in 2005 and
2006. In 2007, he joined Simon Fraser University
(SFU), Canada, and founded the Menrva Research
Group (www.sfu.ca/menrva.html). He is currently a
Professor, Tier 1 Canada Research Chair, at SFU.

Research interests: Soft-robotics; Artificial Muscles; Humanrobot interaction;
Unobtrusive wearables.
Keywords — unobtrusive wearables; Humanrobot interaction; Grippers
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Charles Deguire
President and CEO, Kinova Robotics
Kinova robotic arm and its intuitive manipulation
capacities transcends the limitations of next gener-
ation robotics technology. The work accomplished
by CEO and co-founder of Kinova, Charles Deguire,
to empower individuals through robotics tools, has
earned him the reputation of a leader in the modern
robotics revolution, and a 2016 Governor General
Innovation Award.
Keywords — Innovation robotics

Chris Macnab
Associate Professor, University of Calgary
Chris Macnab received his B.Eng. from the Royal
Military College of Canada in Engineering Physics
in 1993. He received a Ph.D. from the University
of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies in 1999.
His topic was stable neural-network control of space
manipulators with joint flexibility. He is currently
an associate professor in the Department of Electri-
cal and Computer Engineering at the University of
Calgary. His research is focused on achieving robust

stable neural-network control, with applications including flexible-joint robots,
quadrotor helicopters, haptic teleoperation, and biped running robots.
Keywords — control systems; flexible-joint robots; haptics; quadrotors; biped
robots; mobile robots

Chris Gafuik
Director HTS Platform - Faculty of Medicine, Uni-
versity of Calgary
I am a skilled molecular and cell biologist with
extensive experience in conducting large scale ge-
netic screens and have worked with robotics in small
molecule compound and cell-based screens. Origi-
nally from Edmonton, Alberta, my graduate work
in the laboratory of Dr. Hermann Steller at the
Rockefeller University in New York, largely focused
on the genetics of intercellular signal transduction

networks and their role in regulating apoptosis. Using Drosophila as a model
organism, I conducted a number of large scale chemical and transposon based
genetic screens, successfully identifying a novel germline Ras mutation highly
reminiscent of germline Ras mutations found in patients afflicted with a related
group of developmental disorders (Noonan, Costello and cardio-facio-cutaneous
syndromes.)

More recently in my current capacity as a Research Associate, I have been
tasked with designing and developing genome scale RNAi screens.

Dr. Zhang’s research interests include robotics and mecha-
tronics; high performance parallel robotic machine develop-
ment; sustainable/green manufacturing systems; rehabilitation
robot and rescue robot.

Daniel Aalto
Research Scientist/Assistant Professor, Institute for
Reconstructive Sciences in Medicine/University of
Alberta
Daniel Aalto, PhD is an assistant professor in the
Department of Communications Sciences and Disor-
ders in the Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine at the
University of Alberta. He holds joint appointment at
the Institute for Reconstructive Sciences in Medicine
(iRSM) where he is a Research Scientist. He obtained
his MSc and PhD (Engineering Physics and Math-

ematics) from Aalto University, Finland. Daniel’s research interests are in
computer modelling of head and neck functions including speech acoustics,
articulation, hearing, swallowing, and chewing. In addition, he is interested
in developing new design and simulation techniques to support reconstructive
surgery. Daniel teaches speech science, in particular, speech acoustics as well
as varying content courses in engineering.

Keywords — Surgical design and simulation; head and neck reconstruction;
autologous reconstruction; computer modelling

Darren Abramson
Associate Professor, Dalhousie University
My teaching and research are focused on the founda-
tions of artificial intelligence, with a focus on mathe-
matical models of mind and computational accounts
of creativity.
Keywords — Artificial intelligence, machine learn-
ing

David Tsui
Trade Commissioner, Global Affairs
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Denis Cormier
Research Manager, FPInnovations
Denis is a research manager with the Forest Opera-
tions division of FPInnovations, a not-for-profit world
leader that specializes in the creation of innovative
scientific solutions in support of the Canadian forest
sector’s global competitiveness and responds to the
priority needs of its industry members and govern-
ment partners. FPInnovations is ideally positioned to
perform state-of-the-art research, develop advanced
technologies, and deliver innovative solutions to com-

plex problems for every area of the sector’s value chain, from forest operations
to consumer and industrial products. Its R&D laboratories are located in
Québec City, Ottawa, Montréal, Thunder Bay, Hinton and Vancouver, and it
has technology transfer offices across Canada.

Denis is a forest engineer with a master degree in forestry (silviculture) from
Laval University (1987). He has worked in the forest operations division of
FPInnovations for 29 years, specializing in silvicultural and biomass operations
and the development of decision-support tools for the Canadian forest industry.
Since 2013, he is also responsible for establishing a new field of research related
to unmanned aerial system applications for forest operations. In 2016, he was
appointed research manager for FPI Supply Chain Analytics program which
includes the Remote Sensing and the Modeling and Decision Support groups.
Keywords — Forestry, remote sensing, data analytics, modelling and decision
support

Denny Saunders
Specialist - Innovation cell, General Dynamics Land
Systems - Canada
Denny Saunders is the principle investigator in Un-
manned Systems for Reconnaissance and Situational
Awareness at General Dynamics Land Systems -
Canada in London, Ontario. The advancement of
robotics and unmanned systems is of great importance
as Land Systems customers become increasingly in-
terested in ways to operate and interoperate unmanned
systems in cooperation with manned operations to

multiply and increase persistence, protection and projection of force with
increased safety and security. GDLS-C is a world leader in the Light Armored
Vehicles market with over 40 years of experience in the design, development,
manufacture, support and sustainment of vehicles for Canada and their allies.
Denny is a graduate of BASc Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Windsor, and has previous experience in powertrain architecture, design and
test for defence and automotive applications.

Ehren Jones
Regional Manager - Architecture & Software
(Canada), Rockwell Automation
With nearly 20 years experience with Rockwell Au-
tomation, our primary focus is helping customers with
their digital transformation journey to a Connected
Enterprise. Connected smart devices open new win-
dows of visibility into processes. Data and analytics
enable better and faster decision making. Seamless
connectivity spurs new collaboration.
Keywords — Industrial Automation/STEM Educa-

tion

Eli Berenbeim
Associate Director, Creative Destruction Lab - West
Prior to joining the Lab, Eli Berenbeim held positions
in fundraising and development, market research,
and management consulting, principally within BCs
primary health care environment. He has a long
history with the University of British Columbia, first
receiving a BSc in marine biology and more recently
an MBA from the Sauder School of Business. Eli is
also the principal of a boutique consulting company
and enjoys designing solutions to complex challenges.

Eric Diller
Assistant Professor, University of Toronto
Dr. Diller is is an Assistant Professor in the depart-
ment of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at the
University of Toronto since 2013. His work focuses
on fabrication and control relating to remote actuation
of micro-scale devices using magnetic fields, medical
robotics, and smart materials.

Keywords — Microrobotics, medical robotics

Erica Tiberia
Independent,
Erica is a tech educator and creative technologist. She
has a background in molecular biology and biotech-
nology and a passion for science communication,
digital education, human-robot interaction, hardware
UX design and prototyping. She has designed educa-
tion programs involving electronics, robotics, digital
fabrication and programming for kids and adults.
She also builds robots with a focus on autonomous
systems and computer vision, is a level 1 winner of

the 2016 sample return robot NASA Centennial Challenge, and finished in
the top 10 of NASA’s Space Robotics Challenge. Her work has been featured
by Bloomberg Tech, Discovery Channel’s Daily Planet, NASA.gov, Popular
Science, and more.
Keywords — autonomous robotic systems, computer vision
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Erick Dupuis
Director, Space Exploration Development, Canadian
Space Agency
Erick Dupuis joined the Canadian Space Agency in
1992 and is currently the director of Space Explo-
ration Development at the Canadian Space Agency.
His directorate is in charge of all planetary explo-
ration and space astronomy missions of the CSA. He
has occupied a variety of positions including research
engineer in robotics, lead systems engineer for the
SPDM Task Verification Facility, manager of robotics,

manager of technology planning, as well as acting director of scientific and
academic development.

Erick Dupuis holds a B.Sc.A from the University of Ottawa, a Master’s
degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a Ph.D. from McGill
University. All of his degrees are in mechanical engineering with specialisation
in robotics.

In 2001 and 2002, he was a member of the Jet Propulsion Lab’s Mars
Program Systems Engineering Team (MPSET). In 2010-2011, he was appointed
as a European member of the NASA/ESA Joint Mars Exploration Program
Analysis and Review Team.

From 1999 to 2010, he has been the Canadian representative on the
International Advanced Robotics Programme. From 2006 to 2008, he was
a reviewer of the European Robotics Network (EURON) for the European
Commission. In addition, he has been a contributor to the Strategic Research
Agenda issued by the European Technology Platform (EUROP) through his
contribution to its Space Robotics Working Group.

Keywords — space robotics

Farzad Rayegani
Dean, Humber College, School of Applied Tech-
nology
Dr. Farzad Rayegani is the Dean of Applied Tech-
nology at Humber College. He has wealth of expe-
rience in the fields of teaching, research, innovation
and development. He has authored and co-authored
numerous publications and has extensive experience
consulting with industry. His career in higher ed-
ucation spans over 20 years and includes time as
a faculty member, researcher, manager, director and

associate dean. He holds a Master of Science in Engineering and a Doctor of
Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering Systems from the University of Miskolc
in Hungary.

Dr. Rayegani is credited with developing an applied research program
involving students, graduates and faculty mentors to address technological and
educational need of Halton and Peel regions (Ontario). Over the past 15 years,
he has been simultaneously partnering with SME enterprises on robotics and
automation innovation projects while developing an applied research program.
Dr. Rayegani has been developing new curriculum structure based on a new
philosophy for engineering education, the framework educates students to
Conceive, Design, Implement and Operate complex, value-added engineering
products, processes and systems in a modern, team-based, global environment.
Rich in project-based, hands-on learning, he aims to produce engineers who
are ready to engineer’ when they graduate. Over the span of his career Farzad
has also taken on leadership roles within a number of professional associations
and organization, and has been the recipient of numerous leadership awards.
Dr. Rayegani is designated an Engineers Canada Fellow by Engineers Canada.
This prestigious award is presented in recognition of exceptional contributions
to the engineering profession in Canada.
Keywords — Robotics, Mechatronics, Mechanical systems, Manufacturing,
Industry 4.0, Automation

Goldie Nejat
Associate Professor and Director of the Institute for
Robotics and Mechatronics, University of Toronto
Goldie Nejat, PhD, P.Eng. is the Canada Research
Chair in Robots for Society and the Director of
the Institute for Robotics and Mechatronics (IRM)
at the University of Toronto. She is an Associate
Professor in the Department of Mechanical & In-
dustrial Engineering and the Founder and Director
of the Autonomous Systems and Biomechatronics
Laboratory (asblab.mie.utoronto.ca). She is also an

Adjunct Scientist at the Toronto Rehabilitation Institute. Prof. Nejat’s research
focuses on developing intelligent service robots for applications in health,
elderly care, emergency response, search and rescue, security and surveillance,
and manufacturing. Her research is leading the development of intelligent
assistive robotic aids that can meet the challenges posed by an aging population.
Her interactive robots, including Brian, Casper and Tangy, are being designed to
provide cognitive and social interventions, help with activities of daily living,
and lead group recreational activities to improve the quality of life of older
adults. Prof. Nejat and her team collaborate with healthcare experts and a
number of healthcare facilities in order to develop these unique social robots
so that they can be effectively integrated into people’s everyday lives. Prof.
Nejat has served on the organizing and program committees of over thirty
international conferences on robotics, automation, human-robot interaction
and medical devices. She is also an Associate Editor for IEEE Robotics
and Automation Letters, and IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and
Engineering. Her team’s work has been presented in close to 70 media stories in
numerous outlets including Time magazine, Bloomberg, The Naked Scientists,
Reader’s Digest, Zoomer magazine, and the Discovery Channel. In 2013, she
received the Engineers Canada Young Engineer Achievement Award and in
2012, she received the Professional Engineers of Ontario Young Engineer
Medal, both awards are for her exceptional achievements in the field of robotics
at a young age.
Keywords — Assistive and Personal Robots, Service Robots, Human-Robot
Interaction, Robot Intelligence, Robot Perception, Robot Control Architec-
tures, Multi-Robot Teams

Henry Leung
Professor, University of Calgary
Henry Leung is a professor of the Department of Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering of the University
of Calgary. Before joining U of C, he was with the
Department of National Defence (DND) of Canada
as a defence scientist. His main duty there was
to conduct research and development of automated
surveillance systems, which can perform detection,
tracking, identification and data fusion automatically
as a decision aid for military operators. His current

research interests include big data analytic, chaos and nonlinear dynamics,
information fusion, machine learning, signal and image processing, robotics
and internet of things. He has published extensively in the open literature on
these topics. He has over 200 journal papers and 200 refereed conference
papers. Dr. Leung has been the associate editor of various journals such as
the IEEE Circuits and Systems Magazine, International Journal on Information
Fusion, IEEE Signal Processing Letters, IEEE Trans. Circuits and Systems. He
has also served as guest editors for the special issue “Intelligent Transportation
Systems” for the International Journal on Information Fusion and “Cognitive
Sensor Networks” for the IEEE Sensor Journal. He is the topic editor on
“Robotic Sensors” of the International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems.
He is the editor of the Springer book series on “Information Fusion and Data
Science”. He is a fellow of the IEEE.
Keywords — machine learning, sensor fusion, data analytic
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Homayoun Najjaran
Professor, University of British Columbia
Dr. Najjaran received his Ph.D. from the Department
of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 2002. From 1999 to 2002, he
worked as a Research Assistant in the Robotics and
Automation Laboratory at the University of Toronto,
and a Senior Consultant for Engineering Services
Inc., Toronto, Canada, where his work mainly focused
on the development of hardware and software of
robotic and automation systems. From 2003 to 2006,

he worked as a Research Officer at the National Research Council Canada
where his research focused on the development of robotic systems and sensor
technologies. He joined the Okanagan School of Engineering at the University
of British Columbia (UBC) in May 2006. Dr. Najjaran is the founder of the
Advanced Control and Intelligent Systems (ACIS) Laboratory at the School
of Engineering. His research focuses on the analysis and design of advanced
control systems in a variety of applications ranging from service and humanoid
robots to digital microfluidic systems.
Keywords — Unmanned vehicle, industrial automation

Isabelle Lacroix
Professor, McGill University
Isabelle Lacroix, Ph.D, has been the manager
of the NSERC Canadian Field Robotics Network
(NCFRN) since its inception in 2012. The NCFRN
(ncfrn.mcgill.ca) provides a national framework for
key academic researchers and industrial stakeholders
to combine their skills and expertise and fuel research
and development in field robotics in Canada. In this
operations-oriented position, she is responsible for
the day-to-day management of the network, financial

and strategic planning, organization of a variety of scientific events including,
among others, the development of an in-house startup competition as well as
media-oriented activities. She also has more than 7 years of experience in the
development of funding applications in a range of scientific areas (Computer
Science, Engineering, Health Sciences).

Jack Collier
Defence Scientist and Group Head for the Au-
tonomous Systems Operations Ground Group, De-
fence R&D Canada
Jack Collier is a Defence Scientist and Group Head
for the Autonomous Systems Operations Ground
Group at Defence R&D Canada Suffield Research
Centre.

Since 2002, Mr. Collier’s research has focused on
perception and mapping for unmanned vehicles. He
examines how such technologies can be integrated

into the Canadian Armed Forces to improve capability. Mr. Collier currently
serves on the Board of Directors for the NSERC Canadian Field Robotics
Network and is actively involved in several efforts to build a cohesive robotics
strategy for the Canadian Armed Forces. Mr. Collier holds a B.ASc in
Electronic Systems Engineering from the University of Regina and a MS in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Calgary.
Keywords — Defence, mapping, navigation, GPS-denied

James Forbes
Assistant Professor, McGill University
James Forbes is an Assistant Professor with the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal, QC, Canada. His research inter-
ests include dynamics and control of robotic and
aerospace systems. In particular, James is interested
in probabilistic and deterministic approaches to state
estimation, sequential and batch approaches to state
estimation, SLAM, and linear and nonlinear control
methods. Applications of interest to James are any

vehicle that experience large translations and rotations in space, such as
spacecraft, ground vehicles, and underwater vehicles.
Keywords — state estimation, observer design, nonlinear control

Jason Gu
Professor, Dalhousie University
Jason Gu is a professor of Robotics and Assistive
Technology in the Department of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering at Dalhousie University, where he
also directs the the robotics laboratory for biomedical,
rehabilitation and assistive technology. He received
his B.S degree in Electrical Engineering and Infor-
mation Science at the University of Science and
Technology of China in 1992 and his Master’s degree
from Biomedical Engineering at Shanghai Jiaotong

University in 1995 and earned his Ph.D. degree in the area of Rehabilitation
Medicine and Electrical and Computer Engineering in 2001 from University
of Alberta. Dr. Gu’s research areas include biomedical engineering, bio-signal
processing, rehabilitation engineering, neural networks, robotics, mechatronics
and control. Dr. Gu has published over 250 Journal, book chapters and
conference papers. Dr. Gu is the IEEE member of SMC and has been the
editor for Journal of Control and Intelligent Systems, Transactions on CSME,
IEEE Transaction on Mechatronics, IEEE SMC Magazine International Journal
of Robotics and Automation and IEEE Access. Dr. Gu was a recipient of best
paper award in ICCSE 2003. He also was awarded Faculty of Engineering
Teaching award (2003), the outstanding IEEE Student Branch Councillor award
(2004), Discovery Award of the Province of Nova Scotia in Canada (2005)
and Faculty of Engineering Research award (2006). He was the recipient of
The IEEE Canada Atlantic Section Murugan Memorial Award (2014) and won
the best IEEE ICIA 2014 paper award. He received 2015 Canadian Atlantic
Section distinguished service award. Dr. Gu is a Fellow of Engineering Institute
of Canada and Canadian Academy of Engineering.
Keywords — Mobile robotics and Teleoperation, network Control, Surgical
robotics and Rehabilitation

Jim Little
Professor, University of British Columbia
Prof. James Little is Professor at The University of
British Columbia and works in both computer vision
and mobile robotics. Previous to UBC he was a
research scientist at the MIT Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory. He has over 180 publications, 11085 cita-
tions and an h-index of 44. His visually guided mobile
robots have won the 2001 AAAI Hors d’euvres Any-
one? competition and the first and second Semantic
Robot Vision Challenges. Prof. Little was General

Chair for the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, 2001,
Vancouver BC.
Keywords — mobile robotics, computer vision
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Jon Sensinger
Associate Director, Institute of Biomedical Engineer-
ing, University of New Brunswick
Jon Sensinger develops mechanisms, control theory,
and human-machine interaction models designed to
assist those with physical disabilities. The majority
of his research is in powered prostheses and orthoses
(exoskeletons). His current research focuses include
the design of a 6-DOF powered lower-limb exoskele-
ton, design of several autonomous biomimetic control
strategies, and design of computational motor control

models that describe and optimize the interactions of humans with myoelectric
prostheses. Jon is the associate director of the Institute of Biomedical Engi-
neering and an associate professor in the Electrical Engineering department at
the University of New Brunswick. He is also a co-founder and partner of
Coapt LLC, a company that sells controllers for prostheses. Jon has done
research under the USA National Robotics Initiative, and looks forward to
accelerating the prominence of robotics in Canada’s strategic plan for growth
and innovation.

Keywords — Prostheses, Exoskeletons, Haptics, Computational Motor Con-
trol, Mechatronics

Juan Antonio Carretero
Professor, University of New Brunswick
Juan A. Carretero received the B. Eng. degree
from the Universidad Nacional Autnoma de México
(UNAM). He received the M.A.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees
in mechanical engineering from the University of
Victoria (Canada). He is currently a full professor
at the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton,
Canada where he concentrates mostly on Robot Kine-
matics and Design Optimization. Prof. Carretero has
published well over 100 fully refereed articles. He is

a member of the Canadian Society for Mechanical Engineering (CSME), the
Canadian Committee for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (CCToMM),
as well as an executive member of the International Federation for the
Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Sciences (IFToMM).
Keywords — Parallel manipulators, Cable driven parallel manipulators,
kinematic redundancy, actuation redundancy

Karon MacLean
Professor, University of British Columbia
Karon MacLean is Professor in Computer Science
at UBC, with degrees in Biology and Mechanical
Engineering (BSc, Stanford; M.Sc. / Ph.D, MIT)
and industry experience in robotics and interaction
design. She leads UBC’s Designing for People inter-
disciplinary research cluster and CREATE graduate
training program, and is Special Advisor, Knowledge
Mobilization to the Faculty of Science. Her research
interests are in the design of situated haptic and

multimodal interfaces, and affective, therapeutic human-robotic interaction.
Keywords — social robotics, human robot interaction, haptics, touch recog-
nition

Kim Wheeler
Co-founder and COO, RoadNarrows Robotics
Kim Wheeler has a background in Engineering
Physics from University of Saskatchewan and a
Masters from McGill’s Center for Intelligent Ma-
chines in Computer Vision. In 2002 she co-founded
a small robotics company in Colorado (RoadNarrows
Robotics) that focuses on supporting academic and
research applications of mobile robotics. Ms. Wheeler
has been awarded several National Science Foun-
dation grants for the development of open-source

frameworks for robot manipulators and legged robots. In addition to supporting
academic robotic platforms, the company is developing technology for health
science applications (using 3D vision and machine learning), and geofencing
software for robotics navigation applications. Ms. Wheeler is interested in
opportunities for RoadNarrows in Canada and how she may participate in a
Canadian Robotics Strategy as an entrepreneur.
Keywords — Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Open-Source
Robotics, Swarm Robotics

Kristen Thomasen
Assistant Professor - Law, Robotics and Society, Uni-
versity of Windsor
Kristen Thomasen is an Assistant Professor of Law,
Robotics & Society at the University of Windsor, Fac-
ulty of Law. She is also currently completing her PhD
in Law on the topic of drones and privacy in public
at the University of Ottawa. Kristen researches and
writes about the legal, social and ethical implications
of robotic and autonomous machines, and teaches
Robotics Law & Policy at the University of Windsor.

Prior to starting her Ph.D., Kristen clerked for the Honourable Madam Justice
Rosalie Abella at the Supreme Court of Canada (2013-2014). She also clerked
for the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench and articled with Alberta Justice in
Calgary. Kristen is a member of the Law Society of Alberta.
Keywords — Robotics, Law, Policy, AI, Drones

Lionel Birglen
Professor, Polytechnique Montreal
Lionel Birglen received the B.Eng. degree in mecha-
tronics from Ecole Nationale Superieure des Arts et
Industries de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, in 2000,
and the Ph.D. degree in Mechanical Engineering from
Universite Laval, QC, Canada. In 2005, he joined
the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ecole
Polytechnique of Montreal, QC, where he is currently
a Full Professor in Mechatronics. He is also a member
of adjunct faculty with the Department of Electrical

Engineering, Universite Laval. In 2013, he was a Visiting Associate Professor in
the 3ME Department, TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands. His research interests
include the kinematic analysis and control of self-adaptive mechanisms, espe-
cially underactuated robotic hands, and with a particular emphasis on force
control. He is the author of numerous papers, as well as two books on the
topic of underactuated grasping and mechatronics. Dr. Birglen is a member of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the Canadian Committee for the Theory of Machines
and Mechanisms, and the Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute.
Keywords — Grasping, Mechanisms, Kinematics
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Mark Proudfoot
Director, Creative Destruction Lab, UBC
Mark Proudfoot is Director of the Creative Destruc-
tion Lab West. Prior to joining the Lab, he founded
and operated an e-commerce venture, held a senior
management role in a Fintech startup, and obtained an
MBA from the Sauder School of Business at the Uni-
versity of British Columbia. Mark has a background
in management consulting and specializes in building,
operating, and advising early stage companies.
Keywords — Venture Capital / Tech Commercial-

ization

Martin Jagersand
Professor, University of Alberta
Martin Jagersand studied physics at Chalmers Sweden
(MSc 1991). He was awarded a Fulbright fellowship
for graduate studies in the USA. He studied Computer
Science at the Univ. of Rochester, NY (MSc 1994,
PhD 1997). He held an NSF CISE postdoc fellowship,
at Yale University, and then was a research faculty in
the Engineering Research Center for Surgical Systems
and Technology at Johns Hopkins University. He is
now a faculty member at the University of Alberta.

His research interests are in Computer Vision, Graphics and Robotics, espe-
cially vision guided motion control and vision-based human-robot interfaces.

Max Donelan
Professor, Simon Fraser University
Max Donelan is an Professor of Biomedical Physi-
ology & Kinesiology at Simon Fraser University in
Vancouver, British Columbia. He received his Ph.D.
in Integrative Biology from Berkeley in 2001 under
the mentorship of Dr. Rodger Kram and Dr. Art Kuo.
He completed his postdoctoral work in Neuroscience
at the University of Alberta under the mentorship of
Dr. Keir Pearson. Dr. Donelan has held Career Inves-
tigator awards from the Michael Smith Foundation for

Health Research and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research. He is currently
a Scientific Advisory Board member for Stanford University’s Mobilize Center
of Excellence, and Nike’s Sport Research Laboratory. He is also founder
and director of Bionic Power an R&D company that is developing energy
harvesting technology for people whose lives depend on portable power.
Keywords — biomechanics, motor control, physiology, biorobotics, exoskele-
tons

Mehrdad Moallem
Professor, Simon Fraser University
Dr. Moallem is specialized in several areas related
to Electrical Engineering and Mechatronics including
embedded computer control, linear/nonlinear systems,
and control systems for advanced motion and power
electronics applications. Prior to coming to SFU,
he held faculty and research positions at The Uni-
versity of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada;
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA; and Concordia
University, Montreal, Canada. He has authored or co-

authored extensively in the aforementioned areas and is the co-author of four
technical books on vibration control, control of exible robots, medical robotics,
and energy conversion. He has served on the editorial board of several major
conferences and journals including the American Control Conference and the
IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics.
Keywords — Mechatronics, robotics, control applications, embedded systems,
power/industrial electronics

Mike Van der Loos
Associate Professor, University of British Columbia
Machiel Van der Loos, P.Eng, PhD, is Associate Pro-
fessor, Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of British Columbia. He is Director of the
RREACH Lab and Associate Director of the CARIS
Lab. He received a Diplme d’Ingénieur from EPFL,
Lausanne, Switzerland (1978) and a PhD, Stanford
University (1992) in human-robot interaction. His
research is in rehabilitation robotics, human-robot
interaction, and issues related to design methodology

and roboethics. He has 40 journal articles, 100 conference papers and 2 book
chapters in these subjects. He primarily teaches design courses, notably the
Capstone Design Project course for the department.
Keywords — rehabilitation robotics, human-robot interaction, end-effector
design

Olivia Norton
Engineer, Kindred AI
Olivia Norton is a senior engineer at Kindred.ai where
she aids in the development of AGI cognitive archi-
tectures for robotic control. She holds two engineer-
ing degrees a bachelor with distinction in computer
engineering from University of Calgary and a master
in engineering from University of British Columbia.
Before joining Kindred in 2015 she worked as a
software consultant and as a research assistant at
ETH, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. Passion-

ate about artificial intelligence and robots Olivia been a scrivener developing
the company’s intellectual property, and played a key role in reaching research
and development milestones.
Keywords — Robotics and AI
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Pamela Giberson
Research and Innovation Development Officer, Natu-
ral Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada (NSERC)
Pamela Giberson is a Research and Innovation De-
velopment Officer at the Natural Sciences and Engi-
neering Research Council of Canada (NSERC), and
has been with the NSERC Pacific regional office in
Vancouver since it opened in 2006. Her primary role
at NSERC is to improve stakeholder awareness of
NSERC’s Research Partnership grants and facilitate

research collaborations between companies and academics.
Prior to joining NSERC Pam worked for a decade in the biotechnology

sector in Vancouver in a variety of roles, including corporate development at a
drug discovery company that was spun out of UBC (Kinetek Pharmaceuticals),
as a co-founder of a biotech company (SignalChem Pharmaceuticals), and as
a consultant to the local biotech sector.

Pam obtained her undergraduate and Master’s degrees from the University
of BC and her PhD in Toxicology from the University of Saskatchewan.
She followed her PhD with postdoctoral training at the University of British
Columbia.

Pierre Payeur
Professor, University of Ottawa
Pierre Payeur is a Professor with the School of Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Science at the Uni-
versity of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. He co-founded
the Vision, Imaging, Video and Autonomous Systems
Research Laboratory in 1998 and is the director of the
Sensing and Modeling for Automation and Robotic
Intelligence (SMART) research laboratory since 2010.
His research interests are in manipulator and mobile
robotics, industrial automation, 2D/3D imaging, tac-

tile perception, as well as machine intelligence for autonomous systems.
Keywords — Robotics, machine vision, sensing, machine intelligence

Rajni Patel
Professor, University of Western Ontario
Professor Rajni Patel received the PhD degree in Elec-
trical Engineering from the University of Cambridge,
England in 1973 and currently holds the position of
Distinguished University Professor and Tier-1 Canada
Research Chair in the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering with cross appointments in
the Department of Surgery and the Department of
Clinical Neurological Sciences at Western University,
London, Ontario. Dr. Patel is a founding member of

CSTAR (Canadian Surgical Technologies and Advanced Robotics) and serves
as its Director of Engineering. He has over 35 years of research experience
in the design, simulation, prototyping and control of advanced robotic and
mechatronic systems. From 1991 to 2000, Dr. Patel collaborated with the
Canadian Space Agency and Bombardier Inc. on three of CSA’s STEAR
(Strategic Technologies in Automation and Robotics) programs. Since 2000,
Dr. Patel’s research has focused on robotic and other mechatronic applications
in minimally invasive surgery and therapy (MIST), haptics and teleoperation,
and surgical training and skills assessment, and more recently on robotic
applications for post-stroke rehabilitation and other neurological movement
disorders. Dr. Patel is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, the Canadian
Academy of Engineering, the IEEE, and the ASME. He has served on the
editorial boards of the IEEE Transactions on Robotics, the IEEE/ASME
Transactions on Mechatronics, the IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control,
and Automatica, and is currently on the editorial boards of the International
Journal of Medical Robotics and Computer Assisted Surgery, and the Journal
of Medical Robotics Research.
Keywords — Surgical robotics; rehabilitation robotics; haptics and teleop-
eration; mechatronic devices for neurological movement disorders; robotics-
assisted percutaneous interventions

Richard Lee
Senior Engineer Innovation Cell, General Dynamics
Land Systems of Canada
I am a Mechanical and Aerospace Engineer working
for General Dynamics Land Systems, which is a ar-
mour vehicle manufacturer. Working at the Innovation
department, our focus is on future product develop-
ment. I am working in many areas that are related
to unmanned technology, autonomy and robotics. In
addition, I work on AR/VR, multi-physics simulation
and a SME in vehicle Survivability design. I am also

the liaison for industry-academic collaboration.
Keywords — Unmanned technology

Rosalie Wang
Assistant Professor, University of Toronto
Dr. Rosalie Wang’s research interests include assistive
technologies to enhance function and quality of life
of older adults, strategies to improve quality of life
for long-term care home residents with dementia, the
application of robotics and artificial intelligence in
rehabilitation for people with neurological conditions,
knowledge translation of rehabilitation technologies,
mixed methods research approaches and user-centred
design.

Keywords — rehabilitation, robotics, assistive technology, stroke, dementia
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Ryan Gariepy
CTO, Clearpath Robotics
Ryan is the CTO of Clearpath. He drives the
development of the OTTO industrial self driving
vehicles while guiding the continued expansion
of Clearpath’s world-leading efforts in supporting
robotics researchers. He is also a co-founder of the
Robot Operating System developers’ conference, a
member of a variety of industrial and academic steer-
ing committees, and is on the Board of Directors for
the Open Source Robotics Foundation. He completed

a bachelor’s degree in mechatronics engineering and a master’s degree in
mechanical engineering at the University of Waterloo, and has over a dozen
pending patents in the field of intelligent systems.
Keywords — technology trends, intellectual property, research commercial-
ization

Samuel Bouchard
CEO, Robotiq
Samuel Bouchard is President of Robotiq, a company
that he co-founded in 2008, which makes industrial
robotic hands and sensors. He is a serial entrepreneur
and holds a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from
Laval University, in Canada.
Keywords — industrial robotics

Sarah Hodgson
Research Technologist, Red River College
My name is Sarah Hodgson and I am a research
technologist at the Technology Access Centre for
Aerospace and Manufacturing at Red River College
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Previous to working at the
college, I worked in industry for 20 years as a systems
integrator and have experience with Siemens, Allen-
Bradley and GE Fanuc PLC platforms. My main
focus at the college is in industrial and collaborative
robotics. I spend a lot of time with Baxter!

Keywords — Automation and Robotics

Serge Montambault
Manager - Inspection and Maintenance Robotics,
Hydro-Quebec
Dr. Serge Montambault is the Manager Expertise
in Inspection and Maintenance Robotics at Hydro
Quebec’s research institute IREQ. He also heads
MIR Innovation, a new Hydro-Québec subsidiary that
commercializes innovative solutions for smart asset
management in electric power generation, transmis-
sion and distribution. Working closely with major
players in the global power industry, he and his team

have implemented, deployed, and commercialized robotic technologies around
the world. Dr. Montambault sits on many national and international scientific
committees and working groups and has authored numerous publications and
patent applications. His team received the 2010 Edison Award from the Edison
Electric Institute as well as a 2012 IET Innovation Award from the Institution
of Engineering and Technology.
Keywords — Service Robotics

Shalaleh Rismani
Chief Innovation Officer, Generation R Consulting
Shalaleh is a systems thinker and an engineer pas-
sionate about understanding the relationship between
people and technology. She merges creative thinking,
design methods and qualitative research techniques to
critically analyze socio-technical systems. Her exten-
sive experience in engaging stakeholders and identify-
ing design needs for product development alongside
her strong facilitation skills allow her to systemati-
cally explore the social and ethical challenges that

robotics and AI pose through her work at Open Robethics Institute and
Generation R Consulting.
Keywords — Design theory, healthcare contexts

Sherry Zhao
Director, Strategic Accounts & Business Develop-
ment, Mitacs
Sherry Zhao obtained her PhD in Analytical Chem-
istry from UBC. She worked at Genentech, South
San Francisco, focusing on technology development
for monoclonal antibody analysis. She joined Mitacs
in the Business development team, helping industry
access university talents and expertise. She’s now also
part of the Account Management team, working on
Strategic Partnerships.

Stephen L. Smith
Associate Professor and Canada Research Chair in
Autonomous Systems, University of Waterloo
Stephen L. Smith is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
at the University of Waterloo, where he holds a
Canada Research Chair in Autonomous Systems. He
received the B.Sc. degree in engineering physics from
Queen’s University, in 2003, the M.A.Sc. degree in
electrical and computer engineering from the Uni-
versity of Toronto, in 2005, and the Ph.D. degree in

mechanical engineering from the University of California, Santa Barbara, USA,
in 2009. From 2009 to 2011 he was a Postdoctoral Associate in the Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

His main research interests lie in control and optimization for autonomous
systems, with a particular emphasis on robotic motion planning and coordi-
nation. Prof. Smith received the Early Researcher Award from the Ontario
Ministry of Research and Innovation in 2016, the NSERC Discovery Acceler-
ator Supplement Award in 2015, and an Outstanding Performance Award from
the University of Waterloo in 2015.
Keywords — robot motion planning, multi-robot coordination, control and
optimization
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Steven Waslander
Associate Professor, University of Waterloo
Prof. Waslander is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Mechanical and Mechatronics Engi-
neering at the University of Waterloo. He received
his B.Sc.E.in 1998 from Queen’s University, his M.S.
in 2002 and his Ph.D. in 2007, both from Stanford
University in Aeronautics and Astronautics. He is
the Director of the Waterloo Autonomous Vehicles
Laboratory (WAVELab, http://wavelab.uwaterloo.ca).
His research interests are in the areas of autonomous

aerial and ground vehicles, simultaneous localization and mapping, nonlinear
estimation and control, and multi-vehicle systems.
Keywords — SLAM, multirotor drones, autonomous driving

Suzanne Gildert
Co-Founder, Kindred AI
Suzanne is co-founder and CSO of Kindred AI. She
oversees the design and engineering of the company’s
human-like robots and is responsible for the develop-
ment of AGI cognitive architectures that allow these
robots to learn about themselves and their environ-
ments. Before founding Kindred, Suzanne worked as
a physicist at D-Wave, designing and building super-
conducting quantum processors, and as a researcher in
quantum artificial intelligence software applications.

Suzanne has a Ph.D. in experimental physics, and likes science outreach, retro
tech art, coffee, cats, electronic music and extreme lifelogging.
Keywords — Robotics, AI, AGI, Embodied Cognition

Sylvain Martel
Professor, Polytechnique Montreal
Prof. Sylvain Martel, Fellow of the Canadian
Academy of Engineering, is Director of the
NanoRobotics Laboratory at Polytechnique Montréal,
Campus of the University of Montréal. He pioneered
several biomedical technologies including platforms
for remote surgeries and cardiac mapping systems
when at McGill University, and new types of brain
implants for decoding neuronal activities in the motor
cortex when at MIT. Presently, he is leading an inter-

disciplinary team involved in the development of navigable therapeutic agents
and interventional platforms for cancer therapy. Prof. Martel is internationally
recognized as the pioneer in a new paradigm in drug delivery known as direct
targeting where therapeutics are navigated in the vascular network towards solid
tumors using the most direct route. Such approach leading to an increase of
the therapeutic index has been featured in several media such as The Globe
and Mail, MIT Technology Review, New Scientist, The Economist, BBC,
Newsweek, etc.
Keywords — Medical nanorobotics

Sylvain Langlois
Manager, NSERC
Sylvain Langlois is a manager in the Research Part-
nership’s directorate at the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
Sylvain holds a master’s degree in Physics from the
University of Waterloo and has been with NSERC
since 2004. Prior to joining NSERC, he worked
for 5 years at JDS Uniphase as an R&D scientist
developing optical components.
Keywords — research funding, partnerships

Tim Reedman
Director, Commercial Systems, MDA Robotics and
Automation
Tim Reedman is the Director, Commercial Systems
at MDA Robotics and Automation based in Bramp-
ton, Ontario, Canada. MDA’s robotics business has
two product lines: Space Robotics and Commercial
Systems. Tim is responsible for MDA’s Commercial
Systems product line which includes medical robotics,
nuclear robotics and automation, advanced manufac-
turing and other new applications.

Tim has been with MDA for over thirty years, holding a variety of senior
positions in engineering and management. He has extensive experience in both
space and non-space engineering projects, and has been the technical authority
on many multi-year, multi-million dollar projects ranging from elements of
the International Space Station to animatronic dinosaurs for the entertainment
industry. He has led the company’s R&D group and the Operations group, and
is currently the business leader for the Commercial Systems product line with
responsibility for both business development and project execution.

Tim has a Bachelor of Applied Science degree and a Master of Engineering
degree from the University of Toronto.

Tom Murad
Head of Siemens Canada Engineering & Technology
Academy ” SCETA”, Siemens Canada
Dr. Tom Murad is the Head of the Siemens Canada
Engineering and Technology Academy, established
in October 2014. Tom has more than 35 years of
Professional Engineering and Technical Operations
Executive Management including more than 10 years
of Academic and R&D work in Industrial Controls
and Automation. Previous to his current role, Tom
was Head of the Expert House and Engineering

Director for Siemens Canada’s Industry sector since 2010. Prior to joining
Siemens, Tom was the Senior VP and COO of AZZ-Blenkhorn &Sawle. He
previously held various VP and Director positions with numerous international
organizations and contributed to many global Industrial projects. Tom earned a
Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical & Electronics), and a Doctorate (Ph.D.) in
Power Electronics and Industrial Controls from the Loughborough University
of Technology in the UK. He also received a Leadership Program Certificate
from Schulich Business School, York University in Ontario, Canada.
Keywords — Engineering , Electronics, Mechatronics , Industrial Automa-
tion and Controls, Advanced Manufacturing
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William Melek
Professor, University of Waterloo
William Melek is an Associate Professor in the De-
partment of Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineer-
ing at the University of Waterloo. He also serves
as the Director of Mechatronics and the Director
of the Laboratory of Computational and Intelligence
Automation. The Laboratory of Computational and
Intelligence Automation conducts research on mod-
ular robotics and Intelligent Systems Modeling and
Control. The research efforts place emphasis on man-

ufacturing and automotive applications which involves design of modeling
and control algorithms for flexible automation, autonomous systems and
vehicles stability systems. Bioinformatics is also an area of research undertaken
by Professor Melek and his team. This research involves clinical decision-
support systems and non-convex optimization methods for scheduling clinical
resources.
Keywords — robotics, artificial intelligence

Yingxu Wang
Professor, President of ICIC, University of Calgary
and International Institute of Cognitive Informat-
ics and Cognitive Computing (ICIC))
Yingxu Wang is professor of robotics, software sci-
ence, cognitive informatics, brain science and deno-
tational mathematics. He is President of International
Institute of Cognitive Informatics & Cognitive Com-
puting. He is FBCS, FICIC, FWIF, SMIEEE and
SMACM. He has held visiting professor positions at
Oxford University (1995), Stanford University (2008

— 2016), UC Berkeley (2008) and MIT (2012). He received a PhD in Computer
Science from the Nottingham Trent University in 1998 and has been a full
professor since 1994. He is the founder and steering committee chair of the
annual IEEE International Conference on Cognitive Informatics and Cognitive
Computing (ICCI*CC) since 2002. He is founding EICs of Int’l Journal of
Cognitive Informatics & Natural Intelligence, and of Int’l Journal of Software
Science & Computational Intelligence, Associate Editor of IEEE Trans. on
SMC - Systems, EICs of Journal of Advanced Mathematics & Applications,
and of Journal of Mathematical & Computational Methods. Dr. Wang is the
initiator of a few research fields such as cognitive robotics, brain-inspired
systems, cognitive informatics, cognitive computing, denotational mathematics,
abstract intelligence (aI), the neural circuit theory, cognitive learning engines,
and cognitive knowledge base theory. He has published 460+ peer reviewed
papers and 32 books. He has presented 38 invited keynote speeches. He has
led 10+ international, European, and Canadian research projects as PI. He is
recognized as a top 2.5% scholar worldwide and top 10 at UCalgary according
to Research Gate’s international statistics.
Keywords — Cognitive robotics, computational intelligence, deep learning
robots, robot-human interaction, denotational mathematics for AI

Yu Sun
Professor, University of Toronto
Yu Sun is a Professor of the Department of Me-
chanical and Industrial Engineering, Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Institute
of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering at the
University of Toronto. His robotics research focuses
on the manipulation and characterization of cells,
molecules, and nanomaterials. He is a Fellow of CAE,
IEEE, ASME, AAAS, CSME, and EIC.
Keywords — medical robotics, micro-nano robotics




